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Save all your favorites in one place. We’ll keep your curation so you can access it anytime.
Log in to save your favorites. We’ll keep your curation so you can access it anytime.
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DENIM DAYS: 20% OFFMenAll Jeans
Slim
Skinny
Straight
Tapered
Loose



WomenAll Jeans
Skinny
Boyfriend
Straight
Loose
Bootcut & Flare



Jeans Fit Guide



Burna BoyShop the Collection
Explore the Campaign
Read More



NEW ARRIVALSMen
Women



SALEMENS SALE
WOMENS SALE



Shop MenJeans & BottomsJeans
Cargos & Chinos
Sweatpants
Shorts
Swimwear



Tops & HoodiesSweatshirts & Hoodies
Sweaters
T-Shirts & Polos
Shirts



JacketsAll Jackets
Overshirts
Denim Jackets



Shoes & AccessoriesFootwear
Underwear
Accessories



Burna Boy
New Arrivals
Bestsellers
Men
MENS SALE



Shop WomenJeans & BottomsJeans
Cargos & Chinos
Sweatpants
Shorts
Skirts



Tops & HoodiesSweatshirts & Hoodies
Sweaters
Tops & T-shirts 
Shirts & Blouses



JacketsAll Jackets
Overshirts
Denim Jackets



Dresses & JumpsuitsDresses
Jumpsuits



Shoes & AccessoriesFootwear
Accessories



Burna Boy
New Arrivals
Bestsellers
Women
WOMENS SALE



CollectionsUSA Drop
Workwear Denim
Signature Styles
Raw Denim
Foam Dyed Denim 
Matching Sets



SustainabilityRAW Responsibility
People
Planet
Philanthropy
Manufacturing Map
Strategy and Reporting



STOREFINDERFind a store
In-Store Returns
Store Pick-Up



Help & InfoWhere is my order?
Frequently Asked Questions
Find a store
In-Store Returns
Store Pick-Up
About G-Star RAW



My AccountManage profileProfile settings
Change password
Addresses
Newsletters



Overview
Orders
Log out





	EXTRA 20% OFF JEANSApplied in Cart

	4 interest-free payments by Klarna

	G-Star AppDownload Today











[image: Man standing next to buildings wearing a denim jacket and denim jeans]
men's dealswomen's deals





Explore New Arrivals
Filter by:

[image: a man in a hat, denim jacket, and jeans standing in a studio]shop jeans



[image: a man in a green jacket and green pants standing on a pedestal]shop pants



[image: a man in a hoodie, denim jacket, and jeans standing in a studio]shop sweats



[image: a man in a black jacket, a bucket hat, and brown shorts standing in a studio]shop shorts



[image: a man in a jacket and hat holding his head up]shop t-shirts





[image: a woman in a green top and jeans standing with her hands on her hips]shop jeans



[image: a woman standing on a stack of white cubes wearing a black top and brown cargo pants]shop pants



[image: a woman in a black top, jeans and denim jacket posing for a picture]shop jackets



[image: a woman in a blue denim dress standing in front of a street]shop dresses



[image: a woman in a white top and jeans poses for a photo]shop tops & t-shirts









[image: Burna Boy standing in a train station looking to the side with sunglasses on and wearing denim jacket]


shop menshop women





[image: a woman posing on a box wearing cargo pants]


shop menshop women





[image: a man wearing a denim jacket and jeans standing in a room]


shop menshop women




[image: a man in a jacket and grey jeans holding his pants up]


menwomen
















Feb2024
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Collaborations

Burna Boy Energy
Meet the new face of our brand



explore


Feb2024
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Responsibility

Resell. Rewear. Reduce.
Introducing our own second-hand platform



explore


Jan2024
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Responsibility

A Sustainable Certification
Get to know everything about cradle to cradle



explore




all news










view more
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